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Abstract

Laser-based multi-directional metal deposition (LBMDMD) is a very effective way of fabricating a part directly from its digital model.

The method, however, requires a lot of human intervention during the process planning. Driven by already developed expert systems for

the process planning in Computer Aided Design (CAD) and manufacturing, this paper intends to suggest a task framework for the

automation of the process planning for LBMDMD using principles of Artificial Intelligence (AI). The process can be divided into distinct

steps, and geometric reasoning can be applied to determine a set of facts and rules for the automation. The principles of first order logic

are applied for the representation and further simplification of the process into a set of ‘‘if–then’’ based rules. This paper explains the

framework, the facts, and the rule base used for the process planning.

r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Since its conception Artificial Intelligence (AI) has
benefited various fields. One of the implementations of
the principles of AI includes the development of computer-
based expert systems that seek to capture the human
specialist’s knowledge [1]. Inherent to the application of the
expert system is the enhanced efficiency of the processes
and lesser human intervention. Recently, the expert
systems have gained a significant attention by manufactur-
ing and material processing researchers. Some of the
foremost applications of the expert systems in manufactur-
ing include job scheduling and process planning [2–7]. This
paper describes the application of AI to develop an expert

system for the fabrication of a part directly from its CAD
model by laser assisted multi-directional layered metal
deposition.

The fabrication techniques based on the layered deposi-
tion allow an independence of the part geometry over the
e front matter r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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implementation setup. The process as shown in Fig. 1
primarily involves the slicing of the computer solid model
of a part by a set of suitably spaced planes. Corresponding
to each slice, a two-dimensional cross-sectional area is
obtained. The metal is deposited along each such slice in a
sequential manner in order to get the desired shape. This
process belongs to a family of fabrication techniques
referred to as Solid Freeform Fabrication (SFF).
In most of the SFF techniques, the fabrication of parts

having overhanging structures relies on the support
structures. The support structures are then removed in
the post processing stages. The post processing of the
prototype, which involves machining or chemical treatment
to remove the support structures, makes the process
invariably time consuming, inefficient, and involve human
intervention at multiple steps. The multi-directional
deposition eliminates the requirement of the support
structure by suitably orienting the part during the
deposition process such that a support is always provided
during the deposition.
Recently, certain multi-directional material deposition

[8–10] and doubled-sided layered manufacturing [11] have
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Fig. 1. The basic steps in the part fabrication by multi-axis deposition.
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been suggested. However, not much has been said
about the automation of the process planning. A closer
observation of the proposed algorithms suggests that the
primary factors involved in the decision making are guided
by the geometry of the part. The framework for the
development of an expert system to automate the genera-
tion of machine inputs may be divided into two groups:
1.
 Identification of different components of the geometry.

2.
 Application of geometric reasoning for the ‘‘if–then’’

based hierarchy of the steps of implementation.
A brief introduction to the multiple axis deposition
method is explained in the sections below. Also, certain
geometric preliminaries that form the basis of the process
planning are explained. A more detailed account of the
method is described by another paper by the authors [12].
The later sections describe, in detail, the application of AI
towards the development of an expert system for the
process planning. The paper concludes with the experi-
mental results and suggestions for future direction.
2. Geometric preliminaries

This section elaborates upon two geometric notions: the
morphological skeleton of a solid and, the C-space used
towards the process planning and derivation of the process
inputs.
2.1. Morphological skeleton of a solid

A solid S, is defined as a closed subset of Euclidean space
R3. The interior of the solid is defined as p 2 S and its
exterior is the complement peS. The boundary of the solid
is defined by p 2 qS � S that is the proper subset of the
solid where any neighborhood contains non-members.
The distance transform maps the solid to its equivalent

distance field and the morphological skeleton of the object.
The corresponding distance field [13] is the scalar field
associated with solid S;F : R3! R, that maps a point in
space to the distance from that point to the closest on qS

such that

F ðpÞ ¼

�min8Q2qS ðjp�QjÞ; p 2 S;

0; p 2 qS;

�min8Q2qS ðjp�QjÞ; peS:

8><
>: (1)

A wide number of techniques such as Voronoi Graphs
[14], Medial Axis Transform [15], use of Polyball Approx-
imation [16], and Voxel arrangement [17], have been
suggested for skeleton generation.

2.2. C-space

The configuration space or C-space mapping transforms
the problem of planning the motion of a dimensioned
object into the problem of planning the motion of a point.
The formulation of the configuration space is obtained by
‘‘growing’’ obstacles by the shape of the moving object
(Fig. 2). The space, thus obtained, simplifies to the
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Fig. 2. Part decomposition, slicing, C-space transformation and determination of interference geodesic level.
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representation of the moving object as a point. The
apparent advantage of a configuration space transforma-
tion is the reduction in the number of degrees of freedom,
and hence, the problem variables.

3. Fundamental steps of the process planning

Referring to Fig. 1 the basic approach of fabricating the
part directly from the model includes:

Step 1: Generate the CAD model of the geometric object
such that the outer surface is approximated as a set of
interconnected triangles (STL format).

Step 2: Determine the overhanging regions of the solid in
a given orientation and the vectors directed along the
morphological skeleton of the solid, and decompose the
solid into different sub-regions based on the vectors.

Step 3: Slice each of the subregions of the CAD model by
a set of parallel planes oriented normal to the morpholo-
gical skeleton vector of the subregion.

Step 4: Generate the C-space of the sliced model and
determine the possible interferences.

Step 5: Arrange the order of the layers in a suitable order
for fabrication.

Step 6: Determine the orientations for the subregions
and the machine inputs for the metal deposition.

For most of the laser-based metal deposition methods, the
part building is based on the sequential layered deposition of
metal along a suitable growth vector to get the desired
shape. In the given approach, the solid is divided into a set
of sub-volumes, and the growth-vector for each sub-volume
is different. A suitable decomposition and orientation of the
part eliminates the requirement for the support structures,
but the finite volume of the laser deposition head can cause a
collision with the previously deposited layers and other
components of the setup. A collision detection algorithm
based on the configuration space is used to find out the
possible regions of collision. Subsequently:
1.
 Reorient the part and the deposition vector.

2.
 Rearrange the sequence of the layers.

3.
 Use a combination of 1 and 2.
For geometrically simple parts, the reorientation of the
part is sufficient in order to eliminate the support
requirement; however, for a complex shape, a combination
of orientation along with a suitable sequencing of the layers
is required to fabricate the part. Finally, the diagnosis of
any possible collision and the subsequent modification in
the process is required. Another associated limitation is the
possible inaccessibility of the deposition head to all the
regions. In the present approach, the metal deposition is
modified to a combination of a sequential and parallel
layered deposition of the slices for the conflicting regions.
The application of this approach is governed by the
identification of the interfering regions and by the
rearrangement of the order of the slices.
As described earlier, the slicing plane vector for each

region is assigned based on the morphological skeleton and
is different for different regions. The intersection of the
plane with respect to the solid model generates a set of
planar contours. The C-space is obtained by attributing the
dimensions of the material deposition head to the contours.
Let us define the contour in C-space as C-contours. The
geometry of the metal deposition head, as described in
Fig. 3 is axi-symmetric. The metal deposition head
diameter varies along the z-axis and is expressed by
following mathematical function:

r ¼
z tan yðtÞ; zpz1;

R; z4z1:

(
(2)

The corresponding C-contour function is obtained by
attributing the geometric function of the metal deposition
head to the geometry of the contours, given by following
relation:

Rc ¼ r� R0, (3)

where Rc is the geometry of the contour of section in the C-
space, that is, the C-contour, and r is the radius of the
metal deposition head; whereas, R0 is the boundary of the
initial geometry of the contour.
Let us define a term sequence-number of a slice. The

sequence-number refers to the order of the slice with
respect to the base point of the subregion of a solid.
Collision is detected by investigating any possible overlaps
of the cross-sections of the slices. The region of interference
is the common overlapping area between the planar
polygonal sections oriented along multiple directions.
As described in Fig. 2, the part is decomposed into three

regions and sliced along the respective growth vectors. The
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Fig. 3. The metal deposition head geometry.
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C-space is obtained by expanding the initial contours
through the metal deposition head dimensions. Let us
define a second parameter ‘‘interference-geodesic-level’’,
attributed to the interfering layers. Starting from the first
layer, the interference-geodesic-level corresponds to the
order in which the interference between two expanded
layers appears.

All the contours that depict mutual interference are
classified to be at the same interference-geodesic-level. Once
the interference-geodesic-level for all the layers is assigned,
the order of deposition is decided. The assignment of order
is based on the sequence-number of the layer. However, for
all the contours that are at the same level, the order is
established along a given order of the sub-volumes of the
solid. Fig. 4 describes the process planning for a solid
divided into five sub regions R1;R2; . . . ;R5. Let each region
be sliced and modified to get the corresponding C-contours
R1L0;R1L1 . . . for regions R1;R2L0;R2L1 . . . for region R2

and so on. The L0;L1 . . . are referred to as the sequence
number of a slice. The interference between the layers is
determined, and the corresponding interference-geodesic-
level Gd1;Gd2 . . . is assigned to all the layers. The layers with
the same interference-geodesic-level are grouped together.
The deposition for all the layers at the same interference-
geodesic-level, allows collision-free fabrication. However,
each layer is deposited on the previously deposited layers;
therefore, the feasibility of part fabrication by layered
deposition is possible by following a suitable order of
fabricating the layers. Fig. 4 shows the sequence of building
the layers. The steps for assigning the layer order number
are as follows:

Step 1: Arrange the list of layers in the order of region
number.

Step 2: Prepare a master list by appending the lists for
each region in the order of region number.

Step 3: Start from the first element in the master list;
cluster and sort the layers with the same geodesic order
together.

The final order of the layers is identified by assigning a
sequence number in the order of deposition to the layers.
Path generation for the metal deposition head is beyond
the scope of this research; however, a detailed description
of the approach is described in [18].

4. The experimental setup

The deposition is implemented using an 11-degree of
freedom (DOF) manipulator that consists of a 6-axis robot
and a 5-axis CNC machining center (Fig. 5) called
MultiFab that is under development at the Research Center
for Advanced Manufacturing, SMU [19]. The MultiFab
system integrates a variety of metal deposition and removal
techniques for the fabrication of a part directly from the
CAD model. Gas Tungsten Arc Welding-based deposition
and LBDMD are the primary modes of metal addition;
however, this paper addresses the methodology of metal
addition based on the LBDMD. A metallic substrate is
mounted on a platform that can move along the X -axis and
Y -axis, can tilt about a horizontal axis, and rotate about a
vertical axis as shown in Fig. 5. The metal deposition head
is mounted on a six-DOF robot. The relative motion of the
substrate and the robot allow the fabrication of various
geometries. The robot, in essence, provides the motion
along the Z-axis and the orientation of the metal
deposition head normal to the immediate layer.

5. First order logic for the process planning

The existing models for the process planning of the
deposition of various geometries are based on deposition
along only one direction; hence, the models follow very
trivial principles. On the contrary, the multi-directional
deposition involves many complex rules that depend on part
geometry and the machine manipulatability. Fig. 6 shows
the basic architecture of an expert system for the process
planning of a multi-directional metal deposition. The
knowledge base is comprised of two attributes, the rule
attributes and fact attributes. The fact attribute is built
upon the system requirements. The rule attribute, on
the other hand, is built upon the process parameters and
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Fig. 4. Establishing geodesic level and process sequence for a solid divided into five subregions.
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the dependency of the geometry on the parameters. The
rule attributes are derived from the facts that are easy to
acquire and can be expressed with simple atomic sentence
expressions. For example, the fact that the orientation
vector of a sub-region Rp of a solid S, defined by the
orientation vector is expressed as the tuple h0î; 1ffiffi

2
p ĵ; 1ffiffi

2
p k̂i is
expressed by

OV SRðS;RpÞ;Vector 0;
1ffiffiffi
2
p ;

1ffiffiffi
2
p

� �� �� �
. (4)

Similarly the fact, that a layer Lm which belongs to a
subregion Rp of a solid S and has the sequence-number 16 is
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expressed by

SNðLm; 16Þ ^ BTðSRðS;RpÞ;LmÞ. (5)

The process planning for every solid is considered as a
distinct problem; therefore, the above equations can be
simplified by ignoring the exclusive representation for solid.
The equations, therefore, are modified to

OV Rp;Vector 0;
1ffiffiffi
2
p ;

1ffiffiffi
2
p

� �� �� �
(6)

and

SNðLm; 16Þ ^ BTðRp;LmÞ. (7)

In the above atomic sentences, the Rp, 16, Lm; h0; 1ffiffi
2
p ; 1ffiffi

2
p i

are the constants and predicate arguments; whereas,
OV (orientation vector), Vector, SN (sequence number),
SR (sub-region), and BT (belongs to) are the functions. Note
that Rp;Lm are the integers corresponding to the region

number and the layer number of a particular region,
respectively.

The derivation of the machine inputs directly from the
part geometry requires a suitable representation of the part
geometry, the process parameters, and the relationship
between the process parameters and the part geometry.
However, much complexity is involved with the represen-
tation due to an intrinsic requirement of the procedural
and non-procedural knowledge [20]. There exists, however,
a hierarchical and structured relationship between the part
geometry and the corresponding processes steps. The
object description and relationships are captured by a set
of well defined ontology and a symantic structure that is, in
essence, predicate calculus. More complex expressions are
expressed by introducing the connectives and the quanti-
fiers. For example, the sentence ‘‘if a subregion has the
skeletal vector h0; 0; 1i, then it is vertical’’ is expressed as

OVðR;Vectorðh0; 0; 1iÞÞ ) VerticalðRÞ. (8)
Similarly ‘‘a vertical subregion does not require support’’
is expressed as

8R;VerticalðRÞ ) :ReqSupportðRÞ. (9)

A more comprehensive sentence ‘‘if the layers from two
subregions interfere, then the layers have the same
interference-geodesic-level, and are arranged in the order
of region number’’ may be expressed by

8R1;R2 9L1;Sq1;N1 SNðL1;N1Þ ^ BTðR1;L1Þ

^ 9L2;Sq2;N2 SNðL2;N2Þ ^ BTðR2;L2Þ

^ InterfereðL1;L2Þ ^ ðR1oR2Þ ) 9G ðGLðL1Þ ¼ GÞ

^ ðGLðL2Þ ¼ GÞ ^ ðSq1oSq2Þ. ð10Þ

Note that the interference-geodesic-level-order is the
order of build assigned to all the layers at the same
interference-geodesic-level. GL is the geodesic function
level. Next, further simplification is done by using the
notion of skolemization. Skolemization of a formula in
essence refers to the elimination of its existential quantifier
to produce a formula that is equisatisfiable to the original.
The procedure for skolemization is as follows:
1.
 For positive positions 9xf ðxÞ ! f ðgðy1; y2; . . . ; ynÞÞ.

2.
 For negative positions 8xf ðxÞ ! f ðgðy1; y2; . . . ; ynÞÞ.
The function gðxÞ is called Skolem function and the
variables y1; y2; . . . ; yn are Skolem variables [21]. The
simplification to obtain a quantifier-free formula is
done using the propositional simplification laws and
applying the following steps:

Step 1: Eliminate the implications.
Step 2: Distribute the negations over the logical

operators such that the form includes atomic sentences
connected by the logicals.

Step 3: Eliminate the existential quantifiers by introdu-
cing skolem constants. For the existential quantifiers within
the scope of a universal quantifier, create a skolem function
that takes the variable names in the scope of an existential
quantifier as a parameter.

Step 4: Drop the universal quantifiers.
Step 5: Restore the implication.
Step 6: Transform the resulting expression into a set of

equivalent clausal expressions.
Expression 7 can be transformed as described below:

: 8R1;R2 9L1;Sq1;N1 SNðL1;N1Þ ^ BTðR1;L1Þ

^ 9L2;Sq2;N2 SNðL2;N2Þ ^ BTðR2;L2Þ

^ InterfereðL1;L2Þ ^ ðR1oR2Þ

_ 9G ðGLðL1Þ ¼ GÞ ^ ðGLðL2Þ ¼ GÞ ^ ðSq1oSq2Þ, ð11Þ

9R1;R2 8L1;Sq1;N1 :SNðL1;N1Þ _ :BTðR1;L1Þ

_ 9L2;Sq2;N2 :SNðL2;N2Þ _ :BTðR2;L2Þ

_ :InterfereðL1;L2Þ _ :ðR1oR2Þ

_ 9G ðGLðL1Þ ¼ GÞ ^ ðGLðL2Þ ¼ GÞ ^ ðSq1oSq2Þ,

ð12Þ
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8L1;Sq1;N1 :SNðL1;N1Þ _ :BTðR1;L1Þ

_ :SNðL2;N2Þ _ :BTðR2;L2Þ _ :InterfereðL1;L2Þ

_ :ðR1oR2Þ _ ðGLðL1Þ ¼ GÞ ^ ðGLðL2Þ ¼ GÞ

^ ðSq1oSq2Þ, ð13Þ

SNðL1;N1Þ ^ BTðR1;L1Þ ^ SNðL2;N2Þ

^ BTðR2;L2Þ ^ InterfereðL1;L2Þ ^ ðR1oR2Þ

) ðGLðL1Þ ¼ GÞ ^ ðGLðL2Þ ¼ GÞ ^ ðSq1oSq2Þ. ð14Þ

The Interfere is an essential function; whereas, Layer and
SeqNum are skolem functions with the return value of the
region corresponding and the sequence number of the
interfering layers where R1; R2; L1; L2; Sq1 and Sq2 are
the variables.

A close observation of the formulae reveals that the
expressions can be represented by a semantic network, in
essence conceptual graphs such that various relationships
between the objects and the situations (nodes) can be
captured by directional links representing the association
between the pair of objects. The semantic network [22]
forms a knowledge base to mimic the deposition system
that includes:
1.
R

Manipulatability.

2.
 Interaction of the system and substrate.

3.
 Kinematics.

4.
 Geometry.

5.
 Layer scheduling.
The knowledge base is a set of user-defined ‘‘if–then’’
rules of form if ðA1;A2; . . . ;AnÞ then ðAction1;Action2; . . . ;
ActionnÞ where Ai ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ are the facts that
determine the applicability of rules. An schematic diagram
of the expert system that forms the basis for the semantic
network is described in Fig. 6.
If

GT
1

R2

L2

A1

GL

Sq2

AL

Sq1

Then

N1 N2

L1

SN

BT

Fig. 7. The semantic tree structure for Expression 10.
The complete set of rules for the process planning can be
arranged suitably to generate a more complex and larger
semantic tree. For example, the semantic network de-
scribed in Fig. 7 describes the conclusions drawn from the
relations expressed by Expression 10. The landmarks in the
Fig. 7 are self explanatory. The implementation of the
semantic network as a rule-based framework is done using
Cþþ. The framework for Expression 10 captured in Fig.
7 is given by the following pseudocode:

ðrule ðif interfere ððL1;R1ÞðL2;R2Þ StatusÞ

ðSTATUS TRUEÞ

ðThen ðAssign ðL1 GDÞGÞ

ðAssign ðL2 GDÞGÞ

ðif LessThan ðR1 R2Þ StatusÞ

ðSTATUS TRUEÞ

ðThen ðAssign ðSq1Þ NumÞ

ðAssign ðSq2Þ Numþ 1ÞÞÞÞÞ:

The overall process planning therefore can be captured
as expressed by a ‘‘if–then’’ based frame following the
template:

ðrules ðrules1 ðrule1 ðif � � �Þ ðthen � � �ÞÞ

ðrule2 ðif � � �Þ ðthen � � �ÞÞ

� � �Þ

ðrules2 ðrule1 ðif � � �Þ ðthen � � �ÞÞ

� � �Þ

� � � � � �ÞÞ:

One of the drawbacks associated with the above
approach, that must be addressed includes purely forward
reasoning for the process planning. However, a through
selection of the knowledge based and suitable arrangement
of the objects and the rules allows for a smooth process
planning.

6. The rule base and the plan expressed in first order logic

This section elaborates the rule base and the fact base for
process planning of the LBMDMD process. The compo-
nent attributes of a unit vector ~e1; ~e2; ~e3, are expressed as a
tuple he1; e2; e3i. The slice is expressed as a tuple
Ln;Rn;Gdn;Sqn, of its attribute that includes layer number
Ln, the sub-region number Rn the slice belongs to, the
geodesic interference level number Gdn of the slice and the
sequence number Sqn. All the slices do not necessarily
interfere; therefore, the initial geodesic interference level
number assigned to all the layers is zero. As the
interference between the layers is identified, the geodesic
level number is assigned to the layer. The initially assigned
sequence number for each layer is zero as well. The Rules
1–4 establish the layer sequence; whereas, the rest of the
rules establish the desired orientation of the layer for
the deposition. While a more appropriate representation of
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the layer and vectors is expressed by Layer
ðhLn;Rn;Gdn;SqniÞ and vectorðhe1; e2; e3iÞ. The following
formulae do not exclusively classify the tuples.

6.1. Rule 1

Every layer has a orientation vector:

8hLn;Rn;Gdn;Sqni; 9he1; e2; e3iOVðhLn;Rn;Gdn;Sqni,

he1; e2; e3iÞ. ð15Þ

6.2. Rule 2

Any two layers that interfere are assigned the same
geodesic interference level.

8hL1;R1;Gd1;Sq1i 8hL2;R2;Gd2;Sq2i

InterfereðhL1;R1;Gd1;Sq1i; hL2;R2;Gd2;Sq2iÞ

) 9Gdx ðGd1 ¼ GdxÞ ^ ðGd2 ¼ GdxÞ. ð16Þ

6.3. Rule 3

For a geodesic interference level, the sequence number
assigned to the layers is in the same order as the region
number of the layers.

9Gdx8hL1;R1;Gdx;Sq1i 8hL2;R2;Gdx;Sq2iR1oR2

) 9Sqa;SqbðSqaoSqbÞ ^AssignðSq1;SqaÞ

^AssignðSq2;SqbÞ. ð17Þ

6.4. Rule 4

For the same subregion of a solid, the sequence number
assigned to the layers is in same order as the layer number.
However, the precedence order of the geodesic interference
level number must be ensured.

9Rx8hL1;Rx;Gdx;Sq1i 8hL2;Rx;Gdx;Sq2iððGd1oGd2Þ

_ ðGd1 ¼ Gd2ÞÞ ^ ðL1oL2Þ ) ðSq1oSq2Þ. ð18Þ

Note that the equality of the geodesic interference level
of two layers in the same region holds true only for the
cases when it is zero; i.e. they do not interfere with any
other layer.

6.5. Rule 5

The layer with the orientation vector 0, 0, 1 has a vertical
orientation.

8hL1;R1;Gd1;Sq1i8he1; e2; e3iOVðhL1;R1;Gd1;Sq1i,

he1; e2; e3iÞ ^ ðe1 ¼ 0Þ ^ ðe2 ¼ 0Þ ^ ðe3 ¼ 1Þ

) VerticalðhL1;R1;Gd1;Sq1iÞ. ð19Þ
6.6. Rule 6

For every layer that is not vertical, primary, and
secondary orientation angles y and f expressed as an
ordered tuple hy;fi can be determined by the mathematical
manipulation of the components of the orientation vector
(details in the formula below).

8hL1;R1;Gd1;Sq1i:VerticalðhL1;R1;Gd1;Sq1iÞ

) 9hy;fiOVðhLn;Rn;Gdn;Sqnihe1; e2; e3iÞ

^ ðy ¼ ArcTanðe2=e3ÞÞ ^ ðf ¼ ArcTanðe1=e2ÞÞ. ð20Þ

6.7. Rule 7

The reorientation of a layer from any arbitrary config-
uration to the vertical configuration is expressed by the
following action schemata:

RotateOperationðACTION:RotateLayerðhL1;R1;Gd1;Sq1iÞ

PRECOND::VerticalðhL1;R1;Gd1;Sq1iÞ

EFFECT:VerticalðhL1;R1;Gd1;Sq1iÞÞ. ð21Þ

6.8. Rule 8

The rotations by ðyÞ and ðfÞ introduce a displace-
ment Dx, Dy, Dz (Note: the r and h are explained in
Fig. 5):

Dx ¼ r cos y cosfþ h sinf,

Dy ¼ r sin y,

Dz ¼ r cos y sinf� h cosf, (22)

when expressed as the action scheme:

RotateOperationðACTION:RotateðhL1;R1;Gd1;Sq1i; hy;fiÞ

PRECOND: ðDx ¼ 0Þ ^ ðDx ¼ 0Þ ^ ðDx ¼ 0Þ

EFFECT: ðDx ¼ r cos y cosfþ h sinfÞ^

ðDy ¼ r sin yÞ^

ðDz ¼ r cos y sinf� h cosfÞÞ. ð23Þ

6.9. Rule 9

For a slice that is not vertical, in order to get a vertical
orientation the spatial manipulation of the substrate, use
the following order:
1.
 Rotate y.

2.
 Rotate f.

3.
 Translate Dx.

4.
 Translate Dy.

5.
 Translate Dz.
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The schematic for the action is expressed as:

SchemeForVerticalOrientationð

STEPS: f

RotateByThetaðACTION:RotateByðhL1;R1;Gd1;Sq1i; yÞ

PRECOND: ðDx ¼ 0Þ ^ ðDx ¼ 0Þ ^ ðDx ¼ 0Þ ^ ðya0Þ

^ ðfa0Þ

EFFECT: ðDxa0Þ ^ ðDya0Þ ^ ðDza0Þ ^ ðy ¼ 0Þ

^ ðfa0ÞÞ

RotateByPhiðACTION:RotateByðhL1;R1;Gd1;Sq1i;fÞ

PRECOND: ðDxa0Þ ^ ðDya0Þ ^ ðDza0Þ ^ ðy ¼ 0Þ

^ ðfa0Þ

EFFECT: ðDxa0Þ ^ ðDya0Þ ^ ðDza0Þ ^ ðy ¼ 0Þ

^ ðf ¼ 0ÞÞ

MoveAlongX ðACTION:MoveByðhL1;R1;Gd1;Sq1i;DxÞ

PRECOND: ðDxa0Þ ^ ðDya0Þ ^ ðDza0Þ ^ ðy ¼ 0Þ

^ ðf ¼ 0Þ

EFFECT: ðDx ¼ 0Þ ^ ðDya0Þ ^ ðDza0Þ ^ ðy ¼ 0Þ

^ ðf ¼ 0ÞÞ

MoveAlongY ðACTION:MoveByðhL1;R1;Gd1;Sq1i;DyÞ

PRECOND: ðDx ¼ 0Þ ^ ðDya0Þ ^ ðDza0Þ ^ ðy ¼ 0Þ

^ ðf ¼ 0Þ

EFFECT: ðDx ¼ 0Þ ^ ðDy ¼ 0Þ ^ ðDza0Þ ^ ðy ¼ 0Þ

^ ðf ¼ 0ÞÞ

MoveAlongZðACTION:MoveByðhL1;R1;Gd1;Sq1i;DzÞ

PRECOND: ðDx ¼ 0Þ ^ ðDy ¼ 0Þ ^ ðDza0Þ ^ ðy ¼ 0Þ

^ ðf ¼ 0Þ

EFFECT: ðDx ¼ 0Þ ^ ðDy ¼ 0Þ ^ ðDz ¼ 0Þ ^ ðy ¼ 0Þ

^ ðf ¼ 0ÞÞg

ORDER: fRotateByTheta � RotateByPhi �MoveAlongX

�MoveAlongY �MoveAlongZgÞ. ð24Þ

The total number of steps is reduced by suitable
ordering. Since the reorientation of a layer involves
a number of readjustment steps, a reduction in the
number of reorientation is desired from an optimal
algorithm.

7. Data structure and the query mechanism

The organization of data input is guided by the
query structure. The query structure maintains the
compatibility with the input data format and reduces
the total computation time. An object oriented approach
is followed towards the implementation. The main
classes used in the implementation are the region and slice
classes. The primary attributes of the region class are
region number, region vector, slice list, location of base

and list of intersecting solids. Corresponding primary
functions of the region class are slice, geodesic query

and fabrication number. Similarly the primary attributes
of the slice class include region number, slice number,
geodesic number, slice vector, fabrication number, base

location, intersection solid and path curve whereas the main
functions are orientation query, path curve, and location

transform.
The variables associated with the region include the

region number, the vector associated with the region, the
list of the slices, the location of the region, and the list of
intersection solids. The list of intersection solids is obtained
by intersecting the C-space subregions in order to
investigate the possible collision. The inputs provided by
the geometry of the intersection solid reduces the total
computation by reducing the list of slices towards the query
for assigning the geodesic level number.
Similarly, the slice class maintains the list of slices for a

region. The associated variables include the region number,
the slice number, the geodesic order number, the vector, the
number for the order of fabrication, the location, the path
curve for the deposition, and the list of intersecting solids
that overlap with the slice. Also associated are the
functions for the transform for the vertical orientation of
the slice and the function for the path generation curve for
the slice.
The query order followed and the outcome is given as:
�
 InterferenceQuery(R1, R2). Identifies the interfering
regions and attributes the interfering solid to the
interfering regions.

�
 SliceQuery1(L,S). Identifies the colliding layers.

�
 SliceQuery2(L1,L2). Identifies the interfering layers and

assigns the geodesic number.

�
 SliceQuery3(L). Assigns the final order of the lists.

�
 SliceQuery4(L). Determines the primary and secondary

angle and the spatial adjustments for the vertical
orientation of the layers.

The algorithm used to generate the final inputs
for the reorientation of the slices is expressed as
following:
function ProcessPlanningSteps (Sequential-tuple-of-Layers)

r
eturn machine-input-file

f
or i 1 to maxLayers
if (yX0 or fX0)

determineðDx;Dy;DzÞ
rotateðyÞ

rotateðfÞ

translateðDxÞ
translateðDyÞ
translateðDzÞ
for j 1 to maxRegion
update(y and f)
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Fig. 8. The computer model and the part fabricated by multi-axis deposition.

Fig. 9. The slicing scheme and variation of the vectors for a branched-

subregion of the model described in Fig. 8.

Table 1

Geometric parameters for the scheme described in Fig. 9

Region Orientation

vector of the

skeleton

Rotation angle

of the platform

(in degrees)

Layer: Ri 	 ith

region,

Li 	 ith region

Region 1 �0:95x̂þ 0:31ŷ 162 R1L1;R1L2 . . .
Region 2 �0:59x̂� 0:81ŷ �126 R2L1;R2L2 . . .
Region 3 0:59x̂� 0:81ŷ �54 R3L1;R3L2 . . .
Region 4 0:95x̂þ 0:31ŷ 18 R4L1;R4L2 . . .
Region 5 ŷ 90 R5L1;R5L2 . . .
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8. Experimental verification

The implementation of the method and the geometrical
queries are based on the API kernel provided by the ACIS.

Fig. 8 describes a highly complex branched geometry
fabricated using the experimental setup. The part geometry
consists of twisted thin wall structures mounted at equal
intervals on a cylinder. The part has overhanging regions.
Fabrication of the part using the popular 2 1

2
method will

need support structures for the overhanging regions, thus
introducing the requirement for post-processing steps.

Due to the complexity of the geometry, the part is
described by a large set of direction vectors, as described in
Fig. 9. However, the suitable relative motion of the
substrate and the metal deposition head simplify the
number of inputs and allow the fabrication of the part
without support structures. The part slicing is done as
described in Fig. 9. A cylindrical substrate rotates about its
axis; whereas, the metal deposition head moves along the
axial direction of the cylinder such that the metal is
deposited on the lateral surface. Note that the number of
layers shown in Fig. 9 is smaller than the actual number of
layers. Correspondingly, the layer thickness shown is more
than the actual layer thickness for the visualization
purpose.
The overhanging wall features appear at an angle of 72�.

The part is decomposed into five exclusive regions based on
the support requirement. The process parameters are
summarized in Table 1. The direct fabrication of the wall
leads to the interference of the metal deposition head with
the adjacent deposited wall; therefore, the order followed
for the layers is: L1R1! L1R2 . . .L1R5! L2R1!
L2R2 . . .L2R5! LnR1! LnR2 . . .LnR5. The final part
is shown in Fig. 8. Apart from the geometry, heat-transfer
is another factor considered for a smooth deposition;
however, a discussion of the heat-transfer related issues is
beyond the scope of this research.
Fig. 10 shows a hollow spiral that is more complex. The

axial pitch and the radius of the spiral vary over time. The
thickness of the wall is 1mm; whereas, the cross-section of
the swept area is 10mm� 10mm. The convoluted non-
linear geometry of the helix, impose the requirement of a
continuous variation of the metal deposition direction
vector. However, for the generation of the input data for
the machine, the height of every cylinder is of the order of
the layer (0.4mm). Due to the finite size of the metal
deposition head, the diameter and the pitch of the helix are
limited by the dimensions of the metal deposition head.
The relative location, the orientation, and the subsequent
transform required are characterized by the desired
geometry of the spiral. The decomposition of the CAD
model of the spiral is done in such a way that every slice
corresponds to a different region.
Fig. 10 also illustrates a large view of the slice geometry

representation used for the process planning. The total
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Fig. 10. A hollow spiral fabricated by multi-axis deposition.
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time required to fabricate a part includes the time required
for the metal deposition and the time required for the
reorientation of the buildup or part. While the metal
deposition speed can be constant for most of the structures,
the time required for the part orientation plays a critical
role.

9. Conclusions and future work

The multi-directional metal deposition by LBDMD
allows the fabrication of a near-net shape part fabrication
without a support requirement. The principles of first order
logic and planning have been employed to capture the
intent of planning steps. The first order logic expressions
are then simplified into a format suitable for the
implementation using a coding scheme based on an
‘‘if–then’’ rule knowledge base. The experiments performed
for simple geometries depict satisfactory results. One of the
limitations of the algorithm is that it primarily relies on the
forward search; therefore, it cannot take into account the
errors introduced. The future work seeks to include the
model for the error introduction and error propagation,
and a backward search in the algorithm.
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